QoE-Guided Warping for Stereoscopic Image Retargeting.
In the field of stereoscopic 3D (S3D) display, it is an interesting as well as meaningful issue to retarget the stereoscopic images to the target resolution, while the existing stereoscopic image retargeting methods do not fully take user's Quality of Experience (QoE) into account. In this paper, we have presented a QoE-guided warping method for stereoscopic image retargeting, which retarget the stereoscopic image and adapt its depth range to the target display while promoting user's QoE. Our method takes shape preservation, visual comfort preservation, and depth perception preservation energies into account, and simultaneously optimizes the 2D coordinates and depth information in 3D space. It also considers the specific viewing configuration in the visual comfort and depth perception preservation energy constraints. Experimental results on visually uncomfortable and comfortable stereoscopic images demonstrate that in comparison with the existing stereoscopic image retargeting methods, the proposed method can achieve a reasonable performance optimization among the QoE's factors of image quality, visual comfort, and depth perception, leading to promising overall S3D experience.